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PREFACE

This booklet has been prepared for the use of teachers and admin-

istrators participating in the summer phase of the Program of Outdoor

Education for Southern Idaho° The booklet is partially a result of

experience gained during the 1967 summer operation and is intended to

be used as a guide for the 1968-1969 summer programs° It presents the

educational objectives for the program; conceptsg experiencesg and

data to Je eovered; suggested activities and lesson plans for the

attainment of the objectives.

Even though this material may appear quite structuredt the pro-

ject staff wishes to acknowledge the importance of the individual

teacher's creativity, We hope that the format presented here will

become a stimulus to the teacher's imaginative use of these suggested

activities and will be supplemented by his own enthusiasm and inn°.

vation° At the end of this summers we hope to share each teacher's

experience with the program and will attempt to evaluate our total

effort. As teachersg we should, perhaps' be simply the most exper.,

fenced student9 sharing in the learning process and responding to

its joys.

We would like to express our appreciation for the materials

provided by the Lorado Taft Field Campus of Northern Illinois Uni-

versity and included in this publication as additional activities

and suggested readings. Our thanks is also el:tended to the.State

Department of Educationg Boise9 Idaho2 for supplying us with tI'e

publications from which our teaching concepts were drawn*

David W Faith
Denis O. Dm, nois
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INTRODUCTION

In preparing the curriculum for the 1968-1969 Program of Out..

door Educations the project staff has attempted to design a summer

program that demonstrates a teaching method conducive to positive

learning experiences in which sound educational objectives are uti-

lized to reinforce and enhance traditional classroom learning° Out.

door Education is a method that can be used throughout the yearo

though the present scope of operation dictates a limitation in

the time of actual student involvement* Our programs in facts ser-

vices teachers and youngsters the year arounds with the summer months

set aside for direct contact with students°

We have made the assumption that most of the studentss class-

room activities have included experiences and test situationss which

emphasize recall (either by recognition or from memory) of ideass

material or phenomena° Most often the students responses are ex.

petted to be very similar to those of the original learning situa-

tion° This type of *cognitive learning is recognized to be a means

of attaining the *knowledge level of understanding°

Emphasis on knowledge may be justified in many ways and is

often the highest level of attainment reached during the school

7lee Taxonomal Educational oulatimat Hand Book I: Cognitive

Domains Benjamin S* Blooms Editor; David McKay Company Incgo

New Yorks 19650

The project staff has depended heavily upon this work as a basic

reference° We have therefore used terraonology defined and clarified

in this text and have noted the terms with an asterisk for the read.

eras further study°



year. The project staff has assumed that this level 02 learning

has been reached by the majority of students', It is not our in-

tent to repeat a task that has already been accompIish:Jd. Wo wish

to broaden the scope of traditional classroom learning by employing

multi sensory experiences in the outiAof-doors and emphasizing student-

teacher cooperation and involvement with the curriculum°

Outdoor Education finds its justification iii taking the stu-

dent beyond the textbook into the world of observation and experi-

ence in order to help him *subsume his knowledge to higher levels of

understandings as listed below:

*Comprehension

10 *Translation
2o *Interpretation
30 *Extrapolation

II. *Application

*Analysis

IV. *Synthesis

In order to reach the desired goals the project staff has de.

signed a 'conceptual frame4ork for teachers to utilize while engageA

in the *Homebase and *Resident Outdoor Programs. , We have selected

concepts taught in the Idaho schools between pades one and six and

have developed extended learning activities to reinforce those con-

cepts using the *problem solving approach.

Since major emphasis is placed on the reimlbrcement of conceptss

each day° s format includes problems which have been posed in order

to stimulate interest and provide an avenue for working with the

concepts. The problem solving activities, included as guides for

teachers are designed to necessitate the -Lae of *previously acquired

* See Taxonon , of Educational obitaiza



=w /edge and to involve the student in direct app .cation of this

knowledge. Thus9 the specified concepts Will be reinforced and the

student will be ga4Aing *real life experience in the utilization 'f

this knowledge°

o, iol1ow -up experiences have been included for use where a more

solid understanding of the concept for the day is dosiredo**

While the problem solving and follow-up activities are only

our carefully considered suggestions for the teacher's use, the

concepts selected for mastery are the goals for this summer's pro-

gram. Therefore we require the teacher to adhere to the stated

conceptual framework and to,work with those concepts presented. The

creative teacher should, however9 feel a freedom in deviating from

the prescribed problems and activities. We recognize that the in..

spired teacher can of tin improve upon such materials and encourage

him to do so.

* See Taxonoml of Educati4mal Oblectives.
* Additional aids are in:lauded in the Appendix. We call your

immediate attention to "Suggested Bus and Travel Activities."
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DAILY CONSIDERATIONS

Parents should be involved in some class activities whenever feasible

and kept continuously aware of the Outdoor Bducation Program°

Much of the work in the Outdoor Education Program is designed to evoke

proper attitudes and appreciationsg especially strong feelings

about beauty in nature and the need for wise use of natural re-

sources° Conservation should be emphasized through the Program

when appropriate in hopes that students will gain areal underm.

standing of the wealth available to them and
,bhe value of

preserving ito

The teacher is the catalyst in this Program° His enthusiasm will be

of primary importance in setting the atmosphere and in moti-

vating students° The (pall y of our teachers will determine

the results of this Program°

Use of resource people whenever available and advantageous will con-

tribute greatly to the Program°

A segment of time has been seta a daily for pre-planning with the

students° During this period the teacher should allow the young-

sters to take responsibility for a portion of the organization

and planning of the daily activities°

The-normal reaction of children on a bus is to sing or talk°

individual converstions and recreational activities are normal.g



we feel that time spent traveling can be used in a more construe..

tine waye There are many bus activities that are both construe-

tive and interestinz: tp ,4uden.k,s. All of them must be planned

in advance and lead by the teacher or assistant° (See Appendix II)

The Regional Project Staff is always available to teachers for assist-

ancee Please feel free to call upon use
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PROGRAM OF OUTDOOR EDUCATION FOR SOUTHERN IDAHO

Su.szetaa 221.1x Hompbase4 Schedule for 1324',x,13 I & II

SUI4M.52 126e2
011199911199991991/99199

I0 Classes Commence: 8:00 AGIbIO

ILA, Student-Teacher Planning for the Day (See Daily Considerations

on. pageo)

II. Student-Teacher Activities in _the Out-of-doors

1V8 Lunch: 12:00 12:30

Vo Student-Teacher Activities in the Out-of-doors

V10 Daily Follow-up Activities

VII. Classes Dismiss: 3:00 P.M.

POSSIBLE TINE ORGANIZATION

Student-Teacher Planning: 1 1/2 hours

(Could include travel time)

II. Outdoor Activities:

III* Follow-up Activities:

IV. Luncheon

3 1/2 hours

1 1/2 hours

1/2 hour

NOTE

Times could be adjusted to suit the day's activities°



3UGGE:ITED UNIT PLANS

FOR

WEEK OF scrazcli; ACTIVITIES



42119.2LIEM:

22E220:

Problems:

Comments:

Science

The earth on which we live

10 Define rock0

20 Define soil

3 Give evidence that sugnorts the hypothesis:

Southeastern Idaho is a semi arid land°

k0 Locate an example of soil erosion2 identify
its causes and propose several solutions°

5, Name natural things (within a short distance
of the school) that could be disposed of with
out upsetting the balareve of nature°

The purpose of these problem solving activities

is to reinforce the conservation education that

is already included in school curricula Ideally

they should raise the kind of questions about

man's manipulation of his natural environment that

an informed citizenry should be askingp Outdoor

educatim offers opportunity to make the impor-

tance of conservation strongly felt by each parti-

dmating student°

The activities for this day might best be approached

by dividing the group into working committees after

a general student-teacher planning session° If so9

each committee should be allowed to plan its own



methdd of attmok with the teacher assisting only

when needed°

PROBLEM SOLVING ACTIVITIES

f!roblem 1

Have the students collect a wide variety of materials that they

believe to be rocks, Ask them to formulate a list of characteristics

that are unique to each individual piece of material, They may, then,

establish criteria for the identification of materials as rocks and

prepare a brief report explaining the concept of a rock to an imaa

Binary person from another planet , who has ,,never seen or heard of a

rock.

Problem 2

Ask the students to locate and gather materials that they think

might be contained in soil. Following this activity have each stu-

dent put together some soil using the materials gathered. After

constructing these soils artificially, ask the students to try to

locate some actual soil that is similar to that constructed° Let

them compare the actual soil with the artificially constructed soil

and note differences and sim'larities. Ask the class to prepare a

report, whichfiescribes the basic make up of soils and the processes

involved in soil building°

Problem ,Z

With the students, locate a natural or semi-natural area (vaa

cant lot, field, etc.) . Request that the children write a paragraph

describing it and make a sketch. Using the paragraphs and sketches,

refer back to the natural area and, ask the students what type of

climate is prevelant t.here. After deciding on the type of climate pre-

sent, ask them to write a second paragraph stating the facts that

10



supTort their opihions regarding the climate of the selected area°

Problem 4

Somewhere within the vicinity of the school or in any area in

which the class may be.workings there will be an example of soil,

erosions, Have the students study the area to find possible reasons

for the erosion and try to formulate a course of action to prevent

further damage° Ask them to decide whether or not the area could

be restored to its original condition°

A short report describing their findings and recommendations

might be developed by the students°

It would be productive to have the students who worked on this

problem attempt to construct a model of the area for the purpose of

experimenting with the recommended solutions° Point out that a mo-

del is not the same as the natural area and therefores some dif.

ficulties may arise when attempting to demonstrate actual conditions

or events°

Problem..2

Have the students survey a given area taking note of the aray

of natural phenomenons both living and non-1 ivitg0 Then have the

students compose a brief report describing the mesulting appearance

and effects of removal of treess soils grasses, bushess insects and

small animals°

Have the students discuss and prepare a report describing whats

if anything9 might be removed from an area without disturbing the

balance of nature°

PAestions such as thc following should be considered:

10 Could one tree be cut down without damaging consequences?

Several trees? All the Trees?

Are man made changes ever justified? Always justified?

Ii



3o. Jhat would be the ramifications-of the destruction of one
type of natural phenomenon? Omphasize the dependence and
interrelationships o.0 the living and non-living' world,

4 Dok. mau atera ohanse mtwo without volizing the full
scope of eveAts that follow?

Why is knowledge of the com7aexities of the natural world
necessary before extensive elimination of any living thing
is undertaken?

FoLLow.up____AqTlyTTIw

ritelsialluzaa

Have students present their report to the entire class for dis-

cussion. Suggest and encourage further inilividual investigation by

interested students.

Problem 2 Follow

Have the students present their group report to the class for

discussion. Students Nay also be encouraged to start a soil identi-

fication project or perhaps a collection of photo7aphs or drawings

of the various kinds of vegetation that survive best on a particu-

lar type of soil

Pral2ELa3.ataa

Have students present their findings to the class for discusrdon.

Follow-up these reports with a class discussion on the relationships

between weather, climate, and vegetation.

A committee of students might be encouraged to make an art dis-

play consisting of the sketches done prev2.ously in the field.

Problem 4 Follow.22

Have students present their reports to the class for discussion.

Students who show an interest in the problems ana significance of

soil erosion might be encouraged to continue investigations into this

aspect of conservation.



It might be suggested that they experiment with models using diff,

ferent kinds of soils under varying conditions°

Prq412a.220042

Have students present their reports to t1 class for discussion°

Attempt to guide the discussion toward consideration of the necessity

for man to understand more fully his environment and to consider all

consequences of his intervention with nature°

13



TUESDAY
arcarawaosouittouturswrviimpoowsprIMS

Subject Area Science

92a9.221: The Earth in Spoce

'Problems: Morning

Comments:

lo that is the biological relationship
between the Sun any, Earth?

That indirect effects does the Sues
i;nery have upon our planet?

30 How does water assist the sun in
supporting life?

Evening

10 What is the Earth's relationship to
the visible universe?

Tuesday is divided into morning and evening

activities* Morning activities are devoted to

considering the biological realtionship of the

Earth to the Suno Since evening makes it pos

sible to abserve other planets and stars the

activities center around vLewing the universe

Viewing the sky brings wonderment and awe in

most children© Try to capitalize on this Only

a few of the hundreds of possible questions about

the night sky are suggested°

4e would suggest that parents be encouraged to

attend the evening session with9 perhaps9 a

picnic or cookout planned° Early invitations

to parents would help insure their participation,

14
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PROBLEM SOLVING ACTIVITIES
TG3-7074-"m"

Problem 1
4001.0*SWMPO"S.W#

Help the students find a plant that is exposed to the sun and

compare it to one that is of the same variety and is only partially

exposed to sunlight° Be sure that both plants are receiving aPProxpo

imately the same quantity of moisture*

lith the students look into a culvert where the sun rarely shines°

Have them cor9are what they see there with a more normal environment

which receives sunshine°

Problem 2

Survey th6 community with the students0 Ask them to enumerate

the vartent= inhabitants that are dependant upon plant life for their

existence*

LE&U152.2

Have the students compare an irrigated area to an arid one*

FOLLOW UP ACTIVITIM

ProblemIJP11014-92

Conduct a discussion of the changes that would occur if the

sun's energy would dissipate* Try to get Students to suggest ways

of computing the eventual loss of radiant energy.

Problem Wallattat

lave interested students set up a weather station for use

throughout the summer program* Utilize the station to study day

to day variations in weather*

15,



pROBLER SOLVING ACTIVITIES
10.00R00.

(Evening

Problem 1

Through observation ask the youngsters to attempt to answer the

following questions (possibly with the aid of a resource person).

le About bow many stars can one see with the naked eye?

20 Are all the points of light stars?

3o Are all the stars identical in brightness, and size?

40 '1hat measurement is used to state the distance of a star
from the earth? (lizht year).

50 Are the objects you see moving. ::;ran you see t'.° is movement?

'.1hy not?

60 what other objects beside store might be seen?

70 How big is space?

80 by is the earth classified as a rlanet?

90 Could an intelligent being on another planet around a dif-
ferent star he viewing our present actions? (No concept of

light year).

10. Are all the stars we can see in our own galaxy, or are some
of them in another galaxy?

110 How many stars are there? Gstimated to be as many stars
as grains of sand on all the beach-.s in all the world.)

FOLLOW.UP ACTIVITIES
enIng

Problem 1 Fr llow-u
kt%411111...V.V

7ith the assistance of a telescope or binoculars reinforce the

night time activities° If possible, visit the nearest planetarium°

Many excellent nicvies aro available in this subject area which might

supplement this activity.

it might be interesting to have the students take pictures of



several sections of the night sky and put them together in a dis:11aY4p

(This requireo long filn mposure)0 5tudents interested in photography

may wish to make "Star Tracks." Have them point the camera at the North

tar and expose the film for a period of one or more hour



:,Srubbct Area: Science

Warptf IrAter47.Wi 44,44

Problems:

Co? ents

Problem 1

N D A

A41- zzcza

What simple machines can be found within one
b/ock of the school?

What are the differences between the kinds of
matter?

30 What makes machines work? What is energy?

The teacher might find it worthwhile to review

the definitions of matter and energy in a basic

physics text (such as a high school text) as well

as review the concept of mechanical advantage

with respect to simple machines()

rilmgumvING ACTIVITIES

Conduct a brief review of the characteristics and types of sim.

pie machines° Organize the class into teams° Have each team go out

into the community within one block of the school to list and identify

the simple machines they observed Award a prize to the team with

the longest list of simple machines

Re.divide the class into teams with each team looking for a typo

of simple rrachine. (Example: Team 1 = levers) 0 Send the teams back

outside to list all the simple machines their respective groups re.

present° When students reassemble in the classroom9 ask whether one

of the simple machines was more frequently encounteredd

Problem 2
*/~1:VMMFORWMCneV=P

Send the students into the school yard to collect a specimen of

each kind of matter Have them prepare a demonstration showing that

the ollection is complete and that each item is a form of matter°

18



ProbleCre.

Nava students go outside to obeerve various natural and mechanical

clef Vitas first still and then 4n motion4 Theo e observatiow can bn

used later to discues cray as it appears in life forms and in rime7,ines.

You might have them do the following:

is Pick up a rock and hold it against their chests. Does It
hurt? Would there be a difference if the rock were thrown
by someone? Has the rock changed?

2 Observe a car with the motor turned off and compare it to one
With. a motor running* What is the difference?

30 Observe the sun's 113ht around you
the ability to do work?

4. Observe a resting bird and comparc it to a bird in flight.
'llat is the difference? Compare the bird's flight 1 ;ith
that of an airplane* Is there a difference?

Does this light have

The aboves of course9 are only a few examples of differences

in potentials kinetic9 chemical and heat energy, There are many other

examples of objects that possess the ability to do work. Emphasize

this s9 and try to shows, for examples that the rock alone does not do

the damage when thrownv but rather the speed at which the rock is

traveling. Emphasize that there are several kinds of energy and all

are evidences of ::ark being done. Since energy is a difficult con-

cept to understands use as many analogies and examples as you can ilnd.

FOLLOW.UP ACTIVITIES

Problem 1 Followum

Have children make a close observation of an automobile listing

the simple machines used in its construction and operation. Have them

also conclude which simple machine is most widely used andwbei

Problem 2 toll2=2

Have several youngsters prepare a report on the relationships be.

tween matter and energy.*



Problesj;

Have students burn a piece of wood and help them gain an under

standing of the chemical change involved and the release ©f enerj

resulting from chemical recombination°



SuttatArea:

Problems:

'TR RSDAY

ironmmit

lo List the colors in sunlight°

?0 rind examples of the following In nature:

ao Transparency

b0 Translucence

Co Reflection

do Refraction

eo eo Opaqueness

3 rind out which travels faster°, light or sound°

40 Discover where sound carries best°

5 List the materials attracted to magnets and

explain 11147p

6 Explain how electricity is brought to your home°

PROBLEM SOLING ACTIVITIES

Problem I
MirALOM PeVISRPAMOINal

With the youngsters set up or locate a sprinkler. Adjust your

position relative to the sun until a rainbow becomes visible* Have

the students try to find out why sunlight creates a rainbow when

passing through drops of water? "se a prism to obtain a spectrum°

Ask the stud ents how this can be related to a rainbow? Point out the

position of the sun relative to the waters prism and observer°

Problpm a

Cc into the field with your group and collect several insects*

Ask the children to look toward the sun(not at the sun) through the

insect's wins Ask them it light passes through and what this is

called° If light does not pass throughv ask the students what word



could be used to describe the condition° Ask why it is possible to

see through some material partially see through others and not see

through many

Have your youngsters adjust their position relative to the win-

dows of a building or to a pool of water until they can see an image

(reflection) 0 Ask them what is hap aning and why

Find a puddle or pondo Direct a student to insert a yard stick

into the water° Have the group decide whether the yard stick changes

shape or not and whyo

Problem I

If possible, obtain a starters blank pistol° Have the students

take a position 200 to 300 yards away from you and fire the pistol°

Direct the students to measure the time that lapses between their

observation of the flash and detection of the explosion (sound)0 Allow

them to use a stop watch for this°

Ask the following questions:

10 How much time elapsed between the flash and explosion? Why?

20 ;:hat secondary influences might affect the results of this
experiment?

If a pistol is not available use a flashlight and a horn or

megaphone,

Problem 4

Co into the out-of.doors with your young tearso Divide them into

two groups° Have one group position itself approximately 150 yards

from the other with a flat area between° Utilize several instruments

(bugle9 guitarg whistle) each of which emits a sound at a different

pitch (ranging from high to 1000 Produce sound with each instrument9

making an effort tai maintain a standard volume and have the students

in the distant group record their impressions of the sounds they hear
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in terms of loudness and distinct:less° Have the groups reverse their

positions and repeat the experiment*

Carry out the above in several areas under varying conditions

(hills9 trees9rooks9 bare earth9 water° etco) always trying to keep

the distance between groups at 150 yards and the volume of the sounds

constant° Ask the students to decide what conditions :ere the most

condusive to hearing the sounds clearly and distinctly° Have the

youngsters dedide which instrument was most audible and ,,,40*

Problem .2

Take a magnet out into the field. Have your students test a

wide variety of materials with the magnet and list those that were

attracted to it° If posnible9 allow the students to take a sample of

each material for further testing, Return to the classroom and conduct

research with the youngsters to ascertain why some materials are at

tracted to the magnet and others are not°

Problem 6

Take the class on a field trip to a power company substation ors,

if nearby and convenient a hydroelectric dam° Arrange for a re-

source person to conduct a tour of the facility and react to the ques'

tions of the group* Ask the youngsters how this facility is related

to the power that runs your electric stove9 etc°

FOLLW.UP ACTIVITIES. -

Comments

The follow-up activities suggested for Problem 1 through 5 could

The teacher might wish to open a discussion on the problem of noise

tolerance for residents of cities and the value of quiet
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be approached as student committee work in the morning and problem 6

could be a group activity for the afternoon.

Plt,oblem Fol ow-ueo

gave the group conduct research into the used of a spectroscope

and construct a simple model utilizing prionso etc° Ask them to find

as many uses for their model spectrosoope as possible anl to demon-

strate some of theses

problem 2 Followam

Have each student make a collection of transparent and translu-

cent materials°

f.sk them to take a heavy sheet of paper and hold it up to the

light to find ou if it is transparento translucent or opaque. Have

them treat it with oil and conduct t e experiment once again to find

out what effect the oil had on the paper()

'ith the youngstersotry to find and list materials that can cause

refraction of light° Ask why the materials do pis.

Dismantle a mirror and try to het the students to explain its

high reflecting qualities.

11211ta..;3 F°11"tE2

Divide the group into pairs. Have one meAcser of each pair make

a loud noise. Have the other member of the pair attempt to run away

t a speed sufficient to leave the sound behind. Ask who succdssfully

out an the sound and what would have to be done1, if a person were to

outdistance a sound? Ask why t,lis is true.

Conduct the same experiment using a flash light beam instead of

a sound. Ask the students to describe the results. Ask if a person

could, ever outdistance a flashlight beam and how.

to find out what travels faster than a light be m.

Tell the students

,



Problem 4 Folls22=

Have your group find out whether or not all sounds are audible0

Inquire as to what9 if any9 sounds or kinds of sound are not and why°

PE9.12121112lak=la

Vith the class9 conduct research on magnetism and have each student

prepare a report explaining what happens to molecules within certain

kinds of matter that causes that matter to become magnetic°

EE2121M6 1211211t112

Encourage the class to write letters to the resource person in-

volved in the Problem Solving Activity for Problem number 60 suggest

that they thank him for his assistance with the Jays experiences and

that they mention the things that he helped them to learn0
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Problem 4 Follataa

Nave your group find out whether or not all sounds are audible°

Inquire as to what if anyy sounds or kinds of sound are not and why°

Pr°131U.Et11221412.

lath the classy conduct research on magnetism and have each student

prepare a report explaining What happens to molecules within certain

kinds of matter that (muses that matter to become magnetic°

1122092.11211allta

Encourage the class to write letters to the resource person in.

volved in the ?rob .,m solving Activity for Problem number 6 suggest

that they thank him for his assistance with the !Jays experiences and

that they mention the things that he helped them to learn°



FRIDAY

Subj22LAFea: ileience

Conoont: The Biolog:'_cal Env,aonmerk

Problem: Define the Biological Environment

YROBLEM SOLVING ACTIVITIES

Problem I

Conduct a discussion where-in the students develop a definition

of Biology° :Expand the discussion to include Biology as part of their

lives and environment°

Divide the class into two groups; one for rlants and the other

for animals° Take the groups out..of-doors to list as many varieties

of plants and animals as can be observed in a given area°

Following the above assign each student in the first group a

plant from their list anti do the same with the second groupg assign-

ing an animal from their list to each member°

Send the students back into the study area to observe and invest.

agate their individual plants or animals°

After an appropriate period of time for obserRationo reassemble

the class Have the plant and animal groups organize as teams for

charades. Allow each member of the plant team to act out a charade

demonstrating his assigned plant and alternate these presentations

with those from the animal team° Keep score and award a prize to the

winning team.

.70011LOW.UP ACTIVITIES

Problem I .Follow-

Have each student prepare a descriptive paragraph about his plant

26



or ariimalo Be sure that the stud mts utilize resource and library

materials 'or this activity.

Compile the paragraphs into a booklet and ditto them o±±' so that

each student can have a copy. Have students prepare illustrations

to go with each paragraph. It might be a good idea to send copies

of this booklet to each parent and to the local newspaper.
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SUGGESTED UNIT PLAN

FOR

WEEK OF LANGUAGE ARTS ACTIVITIES



MONDAY

2.412122tAt2a: Language Arts

ammt: Parts of Speech

Problems: 10 What is a noun?

2o What is an adjective?

3 What is a verb?

4. What ir an adverb?

5. How do we use parts of speech?

Comments: Although this week is dedicated to Language Arts,

teachers are encouraged to tie in these activities

with other subject areas: The scientific method

might well be stressed in connection with language

skills - observationp gathering and recording data;

arriving at a general statement; applying gi,:rzakt.1

statement to a specific lituation. The importance

of classifying information defining terms, and

arriving at reliable generalizations can all be

stressed.

A student diary is suggested as another kind of

activity that might be carried out over the entire

summer, Since a d* xy is usually a personal and

subjective records it would provide a good opport-

unity for students to learn how to communicate feel-

ings and enthusiasms about their summer experiences

in the out-of-doorsq



PROBLEM SOLVING ACTIVITIES

Problems I and 2

Go into the cut-of-doors with the children and measure off a small

area of interest° Have them try to describe the area without using

nouns or adjectives. Then lead the students to imagine how early man

began to name and describe things in nature. Ask how infants learn

names for things.

Problem

Have students describe movements and/Or activities within the range

of their senses* Then have them arrange a list of words that can be used

as a verb, or part of a verb, ie. gerands, participles, infinitives.

Problem 4
0INMORSOMMIIFOVKICI

Conduct a discussion of verbs and their modifiers. Refer to the

list already developed, and ask the students to identify an adverb for

each.

Ertat.11

Divide the class into groups. Blindfold each child, and give each

group an object taken from the out-of-doors. Have them describe in tarn

the object's odor, surface, size and suspected color* Then have them

guess what it is.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

Problem 1 and 2 F.21121:22

Have students observe and describe familiar shapeq designs, or

figures in objects such as clouds, shadows, rock formations, or trees.

Probl,em.Z and 4 Follow-u,

Using the senses, compare how differently one perceives his environ.

meat by having each student write his impressions and share what he has

wri ten.

30
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Prolllsaj FollowtiE

Encourage students to listen for new words in the speech of other

people. Have students examine the meaning of various words related to

the out..of-doorso
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TUESDAY

alde at Area: Language Arts

Canoe %, Speech and Dramatics

Problemv 1. How ,do we express ourselves and communicate
our thoughts to others without utilizing the

writ ea/a4?

Comments:

20 What is the value of oral communication?

This day's activities may be concluded with a social

hour for parents planned by the students. The event

might include a play presentation and/Or selected

speeches on the natural phenomena observed by the

students. The play and speeches could reinforce

two important Outdoor Education aims: 1) a sense of

the beauty and the usefulness of nature and 2)

ability to communicate this appreciation of nature

with others.

PROBLEM SOLVING ACTIVITIES

Problem 1.

Take a field trip to a nearby location that is especially beautiful

and inspiring° Have students observe the area9 listen for both familiar

and unfamiliar sounds9 try to detect various odors and finallyD oontem-

plate the perceptions received. Take sufficient time to do this. Re-

assemble the students and conduct a discussion on what the senses

"tell" use During the discussion melee an attempt to bring out some of

the historical background of the area emphasizing the pioneerse their

outdoor way of life and their spirit of discovery and adventure°

When students are sufficiently involved with this train of thoughts

ask them if there are any ways of actually demonstrating the feelings and

experiences of the pioneers who settled in the area. Ask if they would

like to act these out.
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Divide the class into two groups° Ask each group to plan a short

play depicting the pioneerIs feelings and problems because of close

contact with a wilderness environment* Emphasize that most of manos

history has been lived in close contact with and in competition with his

natural surroundings°

Return to the classroom and have the students present their plaYse

Have the youngsters evaluate the plays and discuss the following questions:

10 Did the players do an effective job of

communicating the pioneers° problems and

feelings?

Can one always communicate inner feelings to

another person or groups?

30 Would a better command of the English language

make the production of dramatizations more

meaningful?

Problem 2

Have the students choose one experience which made their field trip

especially enjoyable and meaningful and one that detracted from the

experience°

Have them prepare a brief oral (could be extemporaneous) present-

ation describing these experiences.

After the oral reportst have been given conduct a discussion cone»

cerning the following questions:

1. How could the oral reports have been improved?

2. Could many students have done a better job

if the report had been written? Does this have

to do with time to develop a choice of words*

30 How can one improve his ability to communicate

orally. Would a good command of descriptive

words help in oral communication?

FOLLOW -Up ACTIVITIES

Problems 1 and 2

Have students present plays or give speeches for an audience of

parents
3



l'^,.

The anning might be ended by a sooial hour with refreshments

served by the students°



WEDNESDAY

Subject Area: LanGuage Arts

9.911942:0
Composition (Prose & Poetry)

Problems: Io How can creative

Comments:

Problem

outdoor experi

expression be stimulated by

noes?

2 In what ways are the ability of expression

increased through spoken and written words?

This day provi

ful opportun

des teachers and students a wonder..,

ity to select and read poems on nature

in pleasant surroundings. Sometimes the use of a

drum to

teach

of 1

b

beat out rhythm is enjoyable and if the

r explains that poetry is the most primitive

ibrary forms% students are likely to feel how

asic this mode of expression iso

It would be best to give students alternatives such

as preparing a poems writing a story% or giving a

speech at some time. Nonsense verses are also a

great deal of fun, and students enjoy making them

up during travel or at other times,'

pROBLEM SOLVING ACTIVITIES

Have students read and compare the works of eats Wadsworth%

Sandburgo or Frost to the writings of Emerson% Thoreau Ze-equchs4 or

.Audubono Invite their reactions to the same things written about in

natures Thea have students take a walk. On return% have students

describe their impression of natural objects which impressed them most°

ProbieletMeg

Take students outeof.doors for a "Serendipity Stroll." Have them

listen for a short time and list all the different kinds of sounds heard.

Then% have them search for words that best imitate the sounds of nature

33
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(examples - gavgle bubbles bark boom? swish? his croak? chirp) 0

Encourage th, use of words in recording the sights and sounds of the day°

IMAAV,UP ACTYVITIES
mrah.s.AoriniveraMr.w.lmo megovermmneort.

Problem 1 ropow-tra
3S R'atM?

Have students express their reactions to the immediate envi,onw

rent through the medium of Haiku poetry? or play popular recordings

such as Tde to Billy Jo" and stud7 these ballads in the context of

poetry°

Problem 2 Follow-a,

Develop a class card dictionary of new vocabulary learned in

connection with outdoor experiences°

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
4.41~700,01051001001064 4111,11002100 oreeammownwor

General Staff Meeting .., al. District Personnel
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3UGGESTED UNIT PLAN

FOR

WEEK OF MATHEMATICS ACTIVITIES



.....,41P.PPIPPIMIORPMP.,1111.1r,

SIxtject Area;

Ooroe,-,

Problems:

ComTenta:

MONDAY

Mathematics

;;T't:_on Mat. jicaticr. end Dlvisien

10 flow can we apply addition to everyday life?

2 ;thy do we need to be able to subtract?

0 Where does multiplication fit into daily activities?

4. What is the relationship of division to the daily

routine?

% now are these methods related?

These follow-up activities may seem quite extensive,

but they demonstrate a real life situation° Involve.

rent of parents with the activities is encouraged9

and we hope that the teacher will be able to stimulate

enough interest in the students to cause them to pursue

it actively°

111OBLEM SOLVIIn ACTIVITIES

Problem

Have the students count the number of plants in a cultivated

field of a given size° List their totals (suggestion: each student

LOA be repsonsible for a samil area and the totals could be added).

ProbleTs,l 2 ge.1

Estimating a 13% loss resulting from disease erosion and other

factors direct the class to calculate the number of plants that will

:bernain in each student's small area of responsibility. Have the

class add the new totals for these small areas to find out the number

of surviving plants for the entire fie/d.

Problems

With the students measure the size of the field and as them to
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tho following protlem. If the farmer's propebty is 137 times the

size of this fields how much land does he own?

CP" x3r 4
timcw"kixsw ZOldualra 4,1%*'4414 7t

Ask the students to solve these problems. If 3/4ths of this farm,-

eras land is productive and he realizes a net average profit of $97000

per acres how much not profit would he realize on his entire holdings?

If this farmer has living expenses of $500000 per months for how

mamy months will the profit on his crop support him? nave the students

make an estimate of how long their families could subsist on this farm«

eras profit.

Problertij

Conduct a discussion of the foregoing activities. Point out to

the students the number of times it was necessary to use lore than one

mathematical process in solving a problem. Also note that it is pos-

sible to approach a problem from several points of views and that dif-

ferent methods can be utilized each. time. Demonotrate the advantage

of multiplication over addition in certain cases.

goDLowamp ACTIVITIES

Problem 3 " & 4 Folloy-uD

Have the students conduct a discussion with their parents to find

out how many ways they use additions subtractions multiplication and

division during their aaily routine. Ask them to list these and share

them with the classp

Problems aL.L.iEV2111111""M

Pose the following theoretical problem to the class. If your

father's wages were decreased by $100.00 per month during a recessions;

it would be necessary to out spending. If his normal wages wore $475000

39
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per sac ntht where would you make the necessary cuts in expenditures*

Show your calculations* Not in order to comnlete this problem the

student should meet with his parents and set up a normal budget based

on a $475000 per month salary* Students should consider cost of food,

rent, mortGagest taxest insurance coat etc*

f the student decides that such an income reduction would war.

rant drastic measures sale of home, cart etoo) he should outline

tee measureso



atkaa24:
Concets:

Problems;

Comments .
arWPMetnrAW1414,1*P

Cl E S D A Y

Mathematics

ligt;asvxemenss ond Moamres

l. What kinds of measurement are most commonly em-
ployed to solve everyday problems at home and

at works

2 Now many kinds of linear measures exist?

3 How many kinds of square measures exist?

4. How many kinds of cubit measures exist?

5 Where are the above used?

It has been mentioned that numerous day to day pro-

blem solving activities require the use of mathematics.

It would be worthwhile to also discuss the use of math-

ematics in forestry game managements soil conservations

water pollution control and many other areas of

conservation.

P1OBLEM SOLVING ACTIVITIES

problem 1

Have students go into the area surrounding the school to select

several it for measurements - I.e. a fields flag poles buildings,

tree. Be sure that

ing measurements:

2.

3.

40

the students have an item for each of the follow-

Perimeter

Circumference

Diameter

Area

Volume



Distance

Length

80 Altitude

99 Speed

The students should be instructed to consider each item and

decide what unit of measure is best suited for solving the problem

and how they will go about measuring it* (For exampleo would incheso

feet yardso rods or miles be best for measuring the distance across

the field?)

After the students have completed their measurements have them

list three reasons why each measurement might be of practical value*

Problem 2

Jeleet two points that are some distance apart* Organize the

class into a number of small groups with, each group representing a

unit of linear measurement* Then have the groups measure tIle dis.

tance selected and compare the results* Let the class decide which

unit of measurement was most practical*

Ask the groups that represented the less practical units of

measurement to decide for what purpose their units would be best

suited*

Problem

Conduct an exercise sim'lar to problem /72 substituting square

measurement for linear*

Problem 4
MWOOIftUROISIWOIMIIMIMWA

Conduct a class discussion on cubic measurement* Decide where

cubic measurement is useful, (Volume) Locate a lakes gravel pito well,

cisterns barn or some natural area in which volume would be a consider-

ation* is assumed that a location within walking distance would be
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selected°

Have the students decide which unit of cubic measure would be

aLo for 1:14/. (And let the puvz.to taSk of meac,uvement0

Problet.2

Return to the classroom and discuss the day's activities taking

special note of the practicals day to day use of mathematicse Have

students imagine who differences would exist in our way of life if

no one had knowledge of mathematics°

POLLO.UP ACTIVITIES

Problems ljtiaaalUD092zia

since there is almost an unlimited list of practical uses for

mathematics it should not be difficult to find a problem that can be

worked out at home* The following would be one example°

Assume that a quick thaw and water runoff carried away aportion

of your back yard and that you wish to raise the level of the yard to

prevent a x'eoccurance of the same thing*

Lets say that you decide to raise the entire back yard 3 inches

above its present level* how would yo go about deciding the amount

of fill to order? What would the fill cost?

(Instead of having 20 students call the local building materials

contractors it might be better to have one student volunteer to find

the unit costs of the type of fill available and give this information

to everyone0)

Ti,,



WEDNtSDAY

flub adAla; Mathematics

Geogitei;Ac

Problems: 10 Ilhat geometric forms are found in nature?

2 Row has man encorporated r:eometric forms into his

construction? Why has man decided to use geo-

metric forms in construction?

Cowents: The triangle will reappear frequently in the construc-

tion of supports and bracing because of the resistance

to stress which the configuration provides°

;Since man is deeply involved with the use of geometric

forms in modern technoloy0 it might be helpful to

ask the assistance of a math teacher or other quail.-

fied resource person when conductine this day's

activitieso°

PROBLEM SOLVING ACTIVITIV;
11011.114111WIleallineglomply011111

Problem

Tdke a field trip with students to an area suitable for observing

a variety of natural structures and phenomena; preferably an area

where man has not disturbed the natural conditions to any greet extentb

Have the students conduct a search for familiar geometric forme

represented in natural structures Have them list and draw the number

of different geometric configurations seen and the frequency of each

configuration°

Initiate a discussion involving the following questions:

0 Why do the geometric forms that have been recognised occur

in natures

Do the geometric forms serve any particular purpose or have

an outstanding function?
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Problem

Have students take the list of geometric configurations found

in Le.Laee '14 wie prev:i.oua problem olviag activi;:y and compa;in .:;he

forms to man made structures. Have them decide how and why man has

imitated nature in the use of geometric forms for construction.

FOLLOWM.UP ACTIVITIEZ

Problem Fad.

An interesting hobby is the collection of spider webs. Since

each species of spiler spins a web with unique geometric configurationso

this would be an excellent suggestion to make to interested students.

It would not only reinforce geometric conceptso but could lead to an

enjoyable and interesting pastime. The method is as follows:

10 Supplies include construction paper (8x10)
and a can of spray paint of a. contrasting
color to the construction. paper.

2 Locate a spider web and spray it with the
paint.

0 Bring the construction paper up behind the
web and carefully push against the web.

The wet paint will cause the web to stick
and dry on the paper.

Problem 2 Follow-2a

Have the students inspect a bridge if one is available within reason.

able distancec, Example of questions they should consider area

1. What geometric form reoccurs most frequently?
Why?

2 Does this particular form exist in other types
of construction?

3w at purpose is served by utilizing this design?



fublor,

Cormpts:

Problems;

el.',
0:1 Of

T11 UR),!).A Y.

nAllxlat;cfn

Common and. Decimal Fractious

L What is a fraction ?

20 flow do fractions (common and decimal) enter into

everyday activities?

Alen is it more convenient to use decimal fractions

in preferance to common fractions?

Cjomrients: The day Ilse two main purposes° One, of cours, is to

reinforce and enrich the concepts of fractions and

decimals; the other is to give both students and

teacher a relaxin6 day in what up to this time has

been an intensive profiram° Jhia.e the irogram of Out-

door Education does not emphasize recreation, we can

not afford to over look the fact that it is summer

tir:;e0 and that some recreational activities, when

well planned, are a moral builder for all concerned°

T-ROBLEM SOLVING ACTIVITIES

Profilert I

Discuss common and decimal fractions briefly with the students°

Problems 2 &
ead,11hr7WCAMMMAPVSMIMMIP.....fk

Plan a picnic, Divide the class into groups identifying each

group as a fraction of the whole. Make each -oup responsible for

part (fraction) of ae preparations° Then have the groups further
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subdivide into areas of specific responsibilities, identifying what

fraction of the who1 is represented by each subdivision°

navo the students commence planning the picnic while the teacher

circulates from one area to another, pointing out the use of fractions

in the various assignments of responsibility*

After an appropriate lapse of time, bring the groups together

and go over the picnic plans, niting the use of fractions* The stun

dents should then it their plans into effect; purchasing, making

abtdwiches, gathering materials, etc*

FOL113',./.111* ACTIVITES

Problems 1 & 2 Fonztysa

Have the students estimate the period of time spent swimming

compared to sitting or standing around ti.:e pool* Once again, there

are numerous examples of fractions in ordinary daily activities which

the teacher can point out to the students*

Problems 2..1.LE21192:28

Have students think back Mn the day's activities and try to

pinpoint Ireas where decimals might have been used instead of fractions°

14-7



FRIDAY

PINziP,Ar2a: Noewi.ematics

al222Pts: Charts and Graphs

Problems; 10 How many kinds of charts and graphs are there?

2 :ghat is the difference between a chart and a
graph?

30 'filen is a graph more useful that, a chart? When
is a map more useful than either?

4o When are charts, graphs and maps valuable?

o How do you use naps?

Comments: The area of charts, graphs and raps is often a weak

point in the teachinc of mathematics. In todayts

society, however, charts and graphs are constantly

used to report statistics of all kinds. This will

probably he even more prevalent in the futures It

is important that all citizens be able to read ac

n5rately the statistics that are presented in the

mass media.

PROBLEM SOLVING ACTIVITIES
oommowasrilwwwroxitsreatmao

moviwrotrolfiZzirewwwwkrossono
Problems ;L2

Aszlign the students the task of seam:ling through old magazines

for examples of charts, graphs, and maps. (These could be brought

from home or provided by the teacher.)

Problems.? & r

Hold a discussion and ascertain the dllorences between charts,

graphs and maps and 'here each might best be apply e40
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Pro b

Go out into the school yard or other suitable area and divide

or t;Ii.1,,,o0 1,4; oac, =W e:4- (5j: eac% voup 1,aalc4; a eharii
CP

shming the kinds of vegetation prevalent in the area° Have the sec-

ond member of each gran? plot a graph (attempt to obtain a wide

variety o:P. .nis of graphs) showing the change in temperature Over

a given period of time in an area exposed to the sun and another

area which is shaded for comparison purposes° 'Jhile these activi-

ties are going ono have the third group member nap the field trip

location°

Problpm6

Have each group prepare a presentation describing the field

trip utilizing their charts., graphs and maps, Possibly the infor.

oration on the charts might be placed on the maps in an appropriate

manner°

FOLLO !i»UP ACTIVITIES

Problems 1 3.2.1520

Have the students make ;heir presentations°

yr VdC,,
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SUGGESTED UNIT PLAIIS

FOR

WEEK OF SOCIAL STUDIES AND HISTORY ACTIVITIES



laigat Area:

V°tC1::
CU441'" 17'eP,'*'

Social Studies and History

Problems:

ammgatv

1* What are the geographical characteris-
tics of Idaho? Of the local area?

2 What is the historical development of
Idaho?

This dayss activity might call for the use

of a local resource persona

PROBLEM SOLVING ACTIVITIES

Problem I

Take the class to the country side and have the students obii,

serve the land forms, weathers egetation and animal life° Have

them make a list of the things that they observe and after

locating a suitable resting places write a brief description of

the local geography° Upon returning to the classroom,, divide the

class into groups* Assign each group an area of the state to

research° Using reference materials, each group should prepare

a report for presentation to the class° After each presentations

the class could discuss geographical differences within the state')

Problem 2
wimeangsnwiloonallmoorgi

Have students research the historical development of the area

assignad to them in the activity of Problem 1 and allow them to

make oral reports on their findings,*

The discussions of the geographical features and b.ustorical

development of Idaho might be concluded with a tour of appropriate

historical sites and markers* (See Idaho Guide to Historical Site

and fiarkers.) If time allowsg a stop at an area noted for the di

covery of radian artifacts could lead to discussion of the Indians

of Idaho and their place in Idaho History°
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FOLLOW7U1' ACTIVITIES

Problem 1 Follov.taa

Divide the class aito groupso Have one group make a

simple topographical map; another a climatic map; and another a

historical map of Idaho* (The teacher should assist ia providing

resource material0).

Prob1911.22211211taa

On Pioneer Day (if appropriate to the local calendar).the

students could dress in authentic historical costumes and conduct

skits about Idaho History° Possibly this could be incorporated

into the local forma:, celebration and contribute to everyone's

enjoyment of the holiday°
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TUESDAY

galdSELAPea: Social Studies and History

.9.51MEW Idaho's Economic Development

Problems: lc What is the role of agriculture in
Idaho°6 economy?

2 What part is industry playing in
Idaho's economic development?

3. What is the influence of tourists
on Idaho's economy?

How does government contribute to
economic development of a state?

Comments This day's activities will require the use

of resource people. If possible the stu-

dents shoulcl take part in the advance

planning. Possibly parents could be

involved in some way and some local

newspaper coverage encouraged.

PlIOBLEM SOLVING ACTIVITIES

Problem I

Take the class on a field trip and stop briefly at (1)

an irrigated farm and (2) at a dry farm. Have students answer

such questions as: Which type of farming seems most lucrative;

which9 most prevalent? What is the farmers' expected net income?

What is the cost of machinery labors fertilizers etc.? Does

government contribute to farming? What are the biggest crops

produced in there? Is there an industry to process the produces

such as a sugar factory?

Problem 2

Visit local or nearby industries such as mining or

lumbering industries. Ask whether the industry is locally owned

or not? How many employees are working for the company? Where
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are the products marketed? Can the industry grow? How does

the industry contribute to the state government and how does

it effect the local community? Does the company receive fed-

eral assistance?

Finish the day by visiting a local tourist attraction (if

one is available)0

Have the children count the out-of-state licenses' observed

on the entire trip° Ask if tourists are contributing to the

economy of Idaho?

Problem 4

Spend a short time either driving or walking around the

lqcal community. Have students compare the new construction and

housing to the quantity of old buildings. Decide if the community

is growing and developing or if it has become stagnant° Ask if

building will increase or decrease in the future and why? When

rural areas were observedo did they appear to be getting more

populated?

FOLLOW.Up ACTIVITIES

Proble1A.aulgal

Discuss the day's activities with the students and try to

visualize Idaho's economic development and predict its future

growth,

Have each student discuss his ideas about Idaho's develop.

meat with hts parents and write up a brief summary of their views

about Idaho's future,

With the class?, ask your local superintendent of schools to

explain the basic sources of school finances and services to the

students, How is the school important to the economy?
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WEDNESDAY

SutasS ea: Social Studies and History

The Local Community

Comments: This day is left open so that the teacher

may be flexible with the program* It is

suggested that a visit to some outstand-

ing local resource might fit in here and

that parents might be involmed as resource

people along with other members of the

community*
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Sub, erat, Area:

141.1Eat:

Problems:
AssoMMININIMINNMPO

THURSDAY'

,oeial Studies and lidtory

The Local Community

lo What kind of community do you live in?

2. What goods and services are offered
to the piAblic in your community?

How does your community support itself?

4. What religions and nationalities are
represented in your, community?

5o How does your community govern itself?

PROBLEM SOLVING ACTIVITIES

v 12.04.2LA.oblems

Co out into the community with your class. Ask: What

attempts have been made in the local area to conserve beauty

and natural resources? What are signs of exploitation? What do

beauty and natural resources have to do with economic prosperity?

What does a Chamber of Commerce do? What do local ordinances,

bond elections, traffic routing and zoning have to do with the

economic future of a community?

Take a census of the local real estate. List the estimated

Ylntage of upper class, middle class and lower class homes0

note of the number and kind (approximate) of apeirtmcnt

a(s malti-family dwelLi.ngs observed. Notice new construction and

the age and make-up of the various neighborhoods. List the

number and denomination of churches encountered. Visit the

various parks, swimming pools, libraries and other public services

and recreational facilities. List the historical sites, museums,

theaters and cultural centers available.
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Ascertain what types.e businesses are represented in the

citr center and various shopping centers. Visit the court

house and discuss the services available at the local level.

Take note of area industry and agricultural services. Ask the

students if your community has a slam area. Ask if the town

encourages tourism* Have your group find out what railroads

and highways are nearby and what effect they have upon the

community* Cal/ the attention of the youngsters to the various

natural phenomena near your town. Ask if it is near a lake9

river9 mountainside or some other special geographical area.

Have the students look for airports and navigable waterways w:Lthin

the community. Ask them to identify any special influences within

the community and their purpose (cultural groups9 nationalities9

mligious sects© ethnic groups). Have the youngsters look at

street names and find out whether or not they denote anything

special. Have the class investigate local postal services.

Ask the group to list the banks in town. With the °lasso

find out what other characteristics can be seen that help

identify the community (hospitals9 doctors offices9 stock yard

etc.).

Note: It will probably be necessary to complete this study on

the following day.



PRIM

Widaalmat Social Studies and Uistory

The Local Community

CONTINUATION OF THURSNY ACTIVITIES

1.2.9b1en.L2

Identify the levels of city and county government and the

people who hold the various offices with

your class according to the number of

so that one or two students can arm

your class. Subdivide

public officials identified

ange a visit with each city

and county official. Have each student or pair of students

_;1 ?stigate the duties of the

prepare a report for the

between governmental agenc

Depending on needs

tour of city and coat

ublic officer assigned to thems

class. Discuss the relationships

ies.

and interests have students consid'w a

y facilities, utilizing one of the city or

county officers as a guides preferably the mayor°

Problem I Followtu

Discus

community

rotv, in

s developing

s its history's

formation at the

urce person° After

Folipow.up ACTIVITIES

a brochure which best describes your

developments and character. Validate

courthouses city hall or through a

completing this activitys present your

()Aura to the local chamber of commerce and newspaper for

publication and distribution°

Problem 2 FoUv.:311E

Visit a local merchant with your class. Attempt to gain

an insight into the relationships between local businesses and

the entire community. Ask students to determine what effects
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local fern products have.on the economy, including the qonsumer s

need for patronizing local merchants°

ProblejiLLTollottm

Invite the tax assessor or other knowledgeable official

to take the students on a field trip and point out wojecte

supported by local taxes and public funds° 'Then return to the

-,,,.assroom for a round table discussion of the local tmx structure°

Lem 4 Foumtatt

Have students discuss the class reports on local government

with, their parents, and in class compare the different points

of viewo

11212194.5 F011211t2E

Visit the local cemetery with, the students and observe names

and markers to ascertain area history° Look for religions,

nationalities, years of str ife (wars, depression and epidemics) ,

etc.

s.
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SUMMARY

Vara booklet is designed to provide the personnel involved

in the 1968 Outdoor Education Program with a sound realistic

approaa. to the reinforcements enhancement and enrichment of the

learning process°

While we have attempted to provide detailed plans for the

emecution of daily activities° we wish to encourage flexibilitys

resourcefulnesss and the utilization of student ideas that might

be brought out during the prescribed pre planning sessions°

ObjerAves have been stated problems posed and suggestions

made that Should be helpful to the teacher in carrying out the

summer Outdoor Education Program° The teacher's desire and ability

to stimulr.ite and guide youngsters toward rewarding and productive

yarning situations will determine how dynamic this approach is

amplifying and enriching the basic curriculum° Enthusiasm

'eativity and hardwork we the special ingredientss whichs along

Lth sound planning° make teaching an art; an art that a forthnate

sew are able to practice affectively0
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APPENDIX I

List; _of,Acdlitional Activities

z4ath111

Generakal9ctives

A. To use standard measuring instruments (compasss rulers
tapes gallons etco)

Bo To understand relationship of arithmetic to everyday living

17 To develop capacity to estimate (distances times quantitys
spaces etc.)

D. Application of arithmetic skill to firsthand experiences
in the outdoors

Direct Exoeriences

1. Cutting and piling a cord of wood

2. Measuring:
an A board faots age of tree through rYL count
b. CiriTumfer3nce and diameter of trees
c. Surgace area for map makings scale drawings

or models
d0 Dimension3 of grain elevator
ea Percent oC slope
fo Distances
go Pacing di3tence in hiking
h. Measuring flow from a natural spring
14 Dave1opin3 a formula for measuring board feet in trees
jg Masure tie degree of incline on the school lawn (if

any) and 'laid out how much soil should be added or
reMoved to make the law. level

3. Estimating:

an !eight of trees hill or butte
b. Time of day
c. Distance 'aiked
do Distance from a ridges peaks etco
0. Width of river

Averabing:

a0 Temperature readings
b. Barmetri: readings

5 Compass Hikin3

6 Planning amounts and costs of food for cook outs

7 Figuring finaaces for the experience

& Construction ,f stiless shelterss check damss bridgess
feeding stations

9( Operating a bank and store

10. Develop formulas:

a. Develop a formula for measuring stopping distance of
a given vehicle at a given speed and check your formula

b. Develop a formula for calculating the number of posts
and amount of fencing necessary to surround and given
area with a 3 strand wire fence with posts 12 ft. apart.
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Oaloulate the cost at current prices of 3 types of

fencing for this task.

11. Calculate wear and tear on a l'ocal highway in relation to

traffic pressure. Develop a formula

12. Find the quantity of fill necessary to raise the level of

the school yard 1 ft. 6 in. in cubic Yards

13. Find the amount of patching cement necessary to fill a

crack in a foundation near your school

14* Calculate the amount of pavement necessary to cover the

school parking lot to a depth of 3 inches. What would

this cost at current prices.

Lanyagge is

Genera Oblectkes

A0 To write legibly and spell correctly

B. To express oneself well in both written and spoken word

C. To read and interpret correctly

Direotkperiesce

1. Writing letters

0 Planning the weekly program

3. Keepinglield notes

4. Using the library for research reading

Labeling and identifying specimens

6Q Dramatizations

7. Verbal discussions

8 Playing and leading games

9 Writing of Ixemss diaries loges news rapers, stories

souses menus

104 Story telling

11, Writing Poetry

gn94421§udies
General ONecttves

To create an interest in and understanding of local hiStory

To develop an understanding of democratic procedures and of

group process

To create an understanding of the relationship between man

and his environment

To develop an understanding of sortie of the socio,,emotional

needs of man

To develop an understanding of how -a local government functions.



ierionnes

10 Looking for IAlian relics

?r- ,).17 pioneer buildings% householi articles

3 Making a commaity study af 1::,o me small community wart,/

Visiting local spots of historical interest

50 Making craft items out of natural materials

6 Map and model making

7. Making of traps° sharesb slings, boomeraAngs etc*

84 Cook outs

9 Visiting an abandoned farm

100 Cooperation in camp activities

11. Dramatizing conversations among Indians% pioneers

natural Science
4+4.wrounenuommirwrowa woormasalkomo

'4 eneral actives
SPWWWWW."*PWIX

Ao Tc bo able to reltnize some of the common plants and animals

in the local ar.t,t

To understand soy 1,) of the interrelationvhips of plant and

animal life in 1.fferent environments of the local area

Co To know various wtheds of seed dissemination

D. To know the uses of different plants and animals

To understand the need for conservation of plant and animal

life

Pir t Ti74R2Fiencel.

10 Making clue charts for identification of trees% flowers%

birda

2 Collecting and pressing leaves% and other plentiful plant.
specimens

30 Collecting awl mounting seeds% insects

40 Fealing a tro)

5. Leaf study by bees of blue prints% potato prints%

spatter prin.;;% crayon clay

6 Studying anima. t:*acks% making clay molds

7 Sketching

80 Using microscfl ,e and hand lens for closer scruting of parts

9. Nature scavenT.Ir or treasure hunts

10,, Building sholory and feeding stations

11 Observing aninals and keeping field notes on habits

Collecting W. nests and studying their construction



,m1 swrIlw

Vr Finding eaimai omen

11.4 Taking nature likes

1,% Building a te'iura or ;Auarium

go LearnIng re4o6T,14e Lie4 and sotadt3

:t7 Using plants tree and animal products to make:
cooking utensilst cordageT whistles fishing plugs,

teat jewelry

1A. Listening to night sounds

parth .Sciens

peneral Objectives

An To understand some general characteristics of rock strata

in the local area as they relate to plantst animals and water

B. To understand the history of rooks and their contribution to

soil formation

Co To understand thl relationship of surface terrain to underlying

rook strata

4. To understand thl causes effects and ways to control erosion

E. To be able to recognize,some major constenations and their

relationship to math motions

To understand rature and movements of heavenly bodies

as a pattern of rclated behavior

Q. To understand foPces in weather events

pireot Erpriences,
1* Visiting a quarry or gravel pit

2. Breaking up a rock and studying its properties nder

microscope

3 Keeping field notes of observations on a locale before and

after rain

4. Conducting soU experimeAts

5. Studying a slpe at different elevations

6. Using a handl 4rel to measure differing elevations

Visiting a coAexrvation farm to observe good conservation

practices

8. right study or najor constellations

9. Looking at mooaL throAgh'binoculars or telescope

104. Recording pha.ox of moon

11,, Looking for m,,,eorties

12. Estimating tine by shadow of sun or by star position

. 47"
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Making atar t .dcs with (emera

14. Observing and a:.etohing clouds

15, Building weatua instruments

16c *eking weathe observetioau and :pedlctions

170 Conducting air and water experiments

18. Visiting game and forest preserves

19. Visiting a fish hatchery

Ina Arts

legyp*Ialpctives

A. To give the child en opportunity to explore a variety of media

(with emphasis on natural materials)

B. To encourage the child to express his imaginative ideas as

well as his real:letic ones

C. 'To develop intereatss ihfOrmation and skills in art awl music

which will lead %,:o profitable use of leisure time

D. To consider art aid music as a part of every day living

E. To develop handii.e.cs with common tools

F. To show relationeAlp of art and music to culture of different

people

G. To get everyone ire group to sing for the fun of it

H. To develop a feeling for and understanding of rhythm

)irect 3qaperielagla

1. Making game equipment

24 Making simple 2rrniture

3. Drawing a map 71 school areas compass maps of bikes

4. Making picture frames

Sketchings drawJngs colorings paintingt gullies

landscapess

6. Observings collting color tones in distance

7c Clay work (molAlings making molds)

8 Wood carvings cbippings whittling

9, .
Collecting wellies seedss graeisess feathers, etc.

arrangements)

10. Making drumsg .271ttless tem.tomss headdresses for

ceremonial

11,, Weaving grasses. barks Ieedss etc.

12. Taking photographs

streams

(to make

Indian
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IT,. Tree fungi s tvling

14. Singing Soria, Iqd round.

15. Marching de sc, skip pings, clapping° leaping to music

recordings beattgat sonm ete.

160 Composing songs

17. Listening to night sounds and comparing with recordings
of such

18. Imitating bird calls

19. Matching tones

20. Playing singtig games

21. Looking for tolliar objects in cloud formations

224 Painting phtegraphing or drawing the same scene in
different saconsi or weather conditions

23. Making and pl-)zing on primitive instruments

24. Listening to Ncsic recordings.
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'PEP DIX

E.mested iis and TrwA Activities

A0 Determine the number of telephone poles in a mile and
the distance at which they are set relative to one another

Bo Calculate the number of miles traveled on a gallon of gasoline

Co :sti mats< mileage by using a road map

D. Calculate the square inches of glass surface in the bus

E0 Attempt to calculate the number of times that the bus wheels
vial make a con?Lete revolution on a given trip° How does this
Effect tire war'

Awaaal Atas
Ao Compose poetry denTibing year days experiences° (oral)

B0 Ccunt the nounsi 7.ejectives, adverbso verbs etc° encountered
can signs and ro markers° (This could be in the form of
a! contest or

C. Give oral report; about prettous experiences°

D° May educational !tines such 98 scrabble., etco

E Conduct group de;ttes on cuirent issues° (The bus may be
C,ivided into se ions for inis)

;ocial kltudies

A° ,Work with maps and identify 7arious land marks along the way

Be, Attempt to determine the majcr economic influences present
in the areas traveled throu3h

C. Determine the er?Jet that the automobile has on the people
residing in the Tral areas observed

Do Attempt to aseeriin the relationship of the soil to the
economy of rogit you travel through

E, Consider the har41Kps that 7Loneers endured on trips through
early Idaho°

icience

Ncte indications proper ()nservation practices on farms
observed

Conduct a survey wildlifc seen from the bus window

Observe weather Ens and rt Late them to the climate and
3ocal weather c,),eitions

D. Determine the soar to of watt for the areas you travel through
if any
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Note evidence of m ohanize( farming and t cuss ..tt3 affect

on food produci.c

112mkiaaa
A. Sing

R. Play

Co Work

D. Read

E. Play

tEl.PlalaWA
4:hf dv's

accomplished

and diacuab lc.dk sort6

various commercial educational games

crossword puzFsels

travel brochures .about the area

word games of the student!s choice

activities di .cussed and some pre planning

while in tIcctAito

Followsa

The days experiences m ght be 6.saussed and evaluated while

returning to homebaseo
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PPZIDIX n `I

.00k, Rf( .eences
." ;.1,01110484418.*

Following is a 1-e ,an."eee,T;s in which Ewe found mater

suggestions for the use of outdoor teaching to enrich and rein...

force %earning° In the alphabetized list9 the first numeral

indical,es the bookv the second numeral indicates the page number.

This in not intended to be a comprehensive compilation° It may

aid in relating the outs of-doors to classroom study - it may

provide a starting place for the 1e3itimate and intelligent use

of outdoor materials in :e aching. 'Many other good references

are available.

I Elcploring Scion, Sixv and Baconv 1960

ZI Science Problem, L, Scott. resmen9 1957

III Discovring Our Icrld 3 Sc )tt-Foresmen, 1952

IV Working With Sc.- )rce 0 Ginn, 1950

V Science- for the 1.1.nior 'Higl Schoolv McKnight and McKnight, 1929

VI Teaching Scieno n the Bic rentary Schoolv Rinehart and Co .0 1956

Growth in Arith,-,Itly 6v Wol Id Book Co,. 1950

VIII Understanding Arithmetic 4/3 Laidlaw Bros° v 1959

IX Understanding Ai: ithmetic 5c Laidlaw Bros. 0 1959

X Understanding kelthmetin 64} Laidlaw Bros.° 1959

XI Arithmetic. Enri7ilivent Program - Enlarging Mathematical Ideasv
Ginnv 1961

XII krithmetic in M Vorld 15,i Allyn and Baconv 1958

XIII Language for Da Lz. Use v Uce, Id Book Coo 9 1959

XIV Our English Lan Atze Gray.. 60 American Book Company v 1960

Acid Ead Rocks I.98v V C,5

Acid & Soil I-100

Amphibians IV.331v VI- "3!

Angles XI -91

Animal Conservation fl 0 V-321

Areas & Perimeters XI-S

Atmosphere V-1980 VI-17

Barometer V-204

a',
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Birds and Banding 10.250, XV-790 859 879 VI-449

Board Feet VII I.0150

Changing the Earthes Surface III 609 VI 00'0 XIII.190

Compass 1102450 1V-2430 X1,96

Crustacea V1.455

Description XIV

Dodder 1.27

DramaUzing XIV

'ish 1.569 IV.3180 VI.452

'ijnt & Fire IV.18

Ama Cycle 11.350

Fossils 111-277 VI. 426

Fungus 11.2629 V.182

Geometry XI..95

Indian Pipe 1.26

Insects V.145

Interdependency 11x358

Limestone 1-228

Leaf Prints 11.169

Maps XI.64

Ueasuring Distance VIII i47

Mushrooms 1-50 1V-280

Ausic 1.164

'lants and Animals 110,3459 1V..690 VI-4679 475

'lants and Seeds 11.560 1V.550 IV.285

'lants and Soils 11.330, IVi.3139 VI-467

Poetry XIV

Ratios and Measurement :::I 77

Reptiles VI-449

Scale Drawings and Areas VII-220v IX.1669 X.191

Seasons 1.309 IV.319 IV .85

Sky Study V.99

Social Animals 11.352

Soils and Conservation .-..-3229 111.879 XIIX-200i, 167

Spiders X1.458

Spore.bearing Plants litt7

6un and Shadows 1.30



'emperature Record VI11,37

lermometers IXp1.5.79

'reel 1..2749 V-132

t of Measure X1.-25

Water 1.2289 V-8I

Weather 1.309 1929 1969 1989 2029 111,0339 1V-1009 V-207

Weather Stations 1V.4.219

Worms 8 Mollusks 11-489 VIA609 462
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